
Flyers
Flyers, along with brochures, posters, and banners, are one of the most commonly used
advertising tools today. Whenever you need to promote something including but not limited
to goods, food, deals, events, or even employment, you can still rely on tangible materials
such as flyers to help you out.

Flyer Definition & Meaning

A flyer is a small marketing material that is distributed to the public for widespread
advertising purposes.

That means that companies make use of this to provide people with information about their
products, services, and events.

What Is a Flyer?

Flyers are a form of printed or digital advertisement that contains details about a business’
products or services, and they are either posted in public places or handed to potential
clients. They are small printed sheets of paper that are used for bringing attention to a
company, service, or event.

10 Types of Flyers

Event Flyers

Event flyers are those that businesses and organizations use to promote holidays,
birthdays, weddings, conferences, and graduations.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/event




Business Flyers

Business flyers are among the most common types of flyers and are used by
establishments to provide clients and consumers with important pieces of information about
their products and services.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/business




Real Estate Flyers

As the name suggests, real estate flyers are used by real estate agencies to promote either
their services or the properties being sold.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/real-estate




Corporate Flyers

Corporate flyers are similar to business flyers wherein they are single sheets of printed ads
that are used to attract people to certain products, services, or events.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/corporate




Political Flyers

Political flyers are the go-to materials utilized by political candidates to gain name
recognition and explain to the public their beliefs and what they stand for.

https://www.template.net/editable/political-flyer




Food Flyers

When restaurants, diners, or fast food establishments advertise their mouthwatering dishes,
the best and most practical tool to use is food flyers.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/food




Audition Flyers

Whether it’s for a dance recital, concert, stageplay, or movie, production and film companies
may rely on audition flyers to get the attention of aspiring performers.

https://www.template.net/editable/audition-flyer




Fashion Flyers

Fashion flyers are a type of marketing ad that is used by fashion designers and industries to
promote their latest collections and the trendiest fashion pieces and accessories.

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers/fashion




School Flyers

School flyers, also known as educational flyers, are a specific type of promotional material
that schools use to promote or advertise their institution, facilities, and even the
achievements of their students.

https://www.template.net/editable/school-flyer




Quote Flyers

Quote flyers are a type of flyer that is usually handed out to the public to motivate or uplift
the reader’s mood.

https://www.template.net/editable/quote-flyer




Flyer Uses, Purpose, Importance

Before using flyers, it is important to know how to use them, what they are for, and why their
use is important.

Marketing

The three most common uses of flyers are to advertise products, promote services, and
recruit people, and this is done by posting or handing out copies of flyers in a public location
with heavy foot traffic.

Affordable Promotion

The use of flyers is a cost-effective way to spread your brand message. Not only is it
inexpensive to print but the distribution can be cheap as well.

Customer Impact

The importance of flyers is they help create a lasting impression, connect you to new
customers, and provide prospects with details about your brand.

What’s in a Flyer? Parts?

Headline

The flyer’s headline should be interesting to attract the attention of your target audience at
first glance. In as few words as possible, the headline should provide readers with an idea
of what you are trying to sell or promote.

Main Content

While the headline simply catches the attention of readers, the flyer’s main content will
provide them with all the necessary information about the product, service, or event. When
writing the content, make it as concise yet informative as possible, do not be wordy with it.



Graphics

Aside from the written content, your flyer should also showcase high-quality images and
background graphics to further add impact. When adding graphical elements, make sure
that they’re related to the content and that they follow your brand’s theme.

Location and Contact Information

Considered the most important part of a flyer is where readers can find details on how they
can find or contact you. Always make it convenient for readers to find a way to reach out to
you by including business’ addresses and phone numbers in your flyer, you may even
include your website address and social media links.



How to Design a Flyer

1. Choose a Flyer Size

2. Decide the purpose of the flyer

https://www.template.net/graphic-design/flyer-sizes/


3. Select the Flyer Template

4. Replace the background

5. Add your brand logo

6. Finalize the changes and download

You can also refer to these helpful articles on how to create flyers in other file formats:

● How to create a flyer in Microsoft Word
● How to create a flyer in Google Docs

https://www.template.net/editable/flyers
https://www.template.net/blog/how-to-make-a-flyer-in-word/
https://www.template.net/blog/how-to-make-flyer-on-google-docs/


Flyers vs. Leaflets

Flyers are unfolded marketing materials for promoting products or services, announcing
events, or disseminating information.



Leaflets are either folded or unfolded advertising materials that are used in targeted
advertising campaigns.

What’s the Difference Between Flyers, Brochures, and
Pamphlets?

Flyers are flat marketing products that are printed on thin paper stocks and are used for
conveying concise messages.

Brochures are folded advertising materials that divide each paper stock into different
panels.

Pamphlets are small, unbound booklets that are used for providing details about one
particular subject.

Flyer Sizes

The two standard flyer sizes that are commonly used across the US and UK are 8.5” by 11”
and 8.3” by 11.7”. But, there are also other sizes that advertisers can use for printing flyers,
and these are listed below.

https://www.template.net/graphic-design/flyer-sizes/


Flyer Ideas & Examples



If you’re gathering ideas for your next flyer design, you may want to check out our collection
of flyer ideas. You’ll find some of the best designs that you can use as references for
creating eye-catching and informative marketing flyers.

● Flyer Ideas for Business & Examples
● Flyer Ideas for School Project & Examples
● Flyer Ideas for Events & Examples
● Food Flyer Ideas & Examples
● Flyer Ideas for Fundraising & Examples
● Cleaning Flyer Ideas & Examples
● Social Media Flyer Ideas & Examples
● Flyer Ideas for Marketing & Examples
● Flyer Ideas for Holidays & Examples
● Sports Flyer Ideas & Examples

FAQs

Effective Ways to Use Flyers?

Sending them through the mail, including them with customer invoices, placing them on the
car windshields, inserting them in newspapers or magazines, and handing them out at
conventions, seminars, or exhibitions.

What Should be Included in a Flyer?

Any flyer should include branding, a catchy title, details about the product, service, or event,
content that’s specific to your target readers, and a call to action.

What Are the Elements of a Flyer?

A captivating headline, an engaging call-to-action message, high-resolution graphics, and
your contact information.

https://www.template.net/graphic-design/flyer-ideas/


What Are the Key Features of a Flyer

The simplicity of the design, the abundance of white space, the use of proper fonts, the
relevance of the content, and correct spelling and grammar.

What Visual Elements Need to be in a Flyer?

Graphics that relate to your brand, attention-grabbing content, action-driven keywords, and
legible text.

What Are Some Tips for a Standout Flyer Design?

Writing a memorable and provocative headline, using colorful graphics, focusing on benefits
instead of just the features, organizing the content with borders or contrasting colors, and
highlighting important points.

Why Use Flyers for Advertising?

Flyers are inexpensive, quick and easy to produce, effective at conveying a personalized
message, attractive to look at, easily measurable, and very impactful. Also, people still
prefer tangible advertising materials over digital ones.

What Makes an Effective Flyer?

Professional-looking images, vibrant colors, the right font styles and sizes, details that are
organized into easy-to-read sections, infographics, a call-to-action statement, and error-free
content.

What Are the Three Parts of a Flyer?

The three parts of a flyer include the headline, high-quality graphics, and the actual purpose
of your marketing material.

What Do the Best Marketing Flyers Look Like?



The best marketing flyers keep their content concise, are written in simple yet provocative
words, highlight their contact details and other important information, are optimized on
digital screens as well, and follow the “what you see is what you get” concept.


